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BE SURE TO HEAR 
''THE BEATITUDES" 
SUNDAY EVENING THE ITHACAN BE SURE TO HEAR "THE BEATITUDES" SUNDAY EVE..'HNG 
Official Publication of the Students of Ithaca College 
VoLUMB II [Single Copy Sc] THE ITHACAN:. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1932 [Yearly subscription, delivered $2.00] NUMBER 15 
Cosmopolitan ANNOUNCEMENT RE~~NJA~·r~~OL 
The officials of the Cayu- MUCH IMPRESSED 
Opera Company gan have made repeated ap- --peals to the students of Ith- Among recent visitors at the 
W II R • d aca College concerning the Band and Orchestra department e ecetve absolute necessity for prompt of Ithaca College were two men 
__ ness in arranging sittings for who have come to America from 
ffumperdinck's 'Hansel Und their pictures at the White other countries to study American 
Gretel' and Bizet's 'Car- Studios. The response has methods and systems. Whether 
World Wide 
News 
A Survey 
DOROTHEA SAUNDERS 
been satisfactory, in general, their motive is ·one of emulation 
men' Are Featured; Aves but there are still some people or whether they were interested in Building Project 
Is Fine Carmen who have not attended to seeing how far the savages of this Plans for the expansion of the 
-- the matter. The Studios y~uthful country had advanced w~ Columbia School of Engineering 
Last Monday afternoon a large have been unusually courte- will probably never know, but at by the expenditure of from $20 -
audience viewed the production of ous as always, but the time !east they showed signs of being 000,000 to $25,000,000 are reveai-
Humperdinck's Hansel and Gre- is getting shorter. Therefore, impressed by the advancement of ed in a recent issue of The Colum-
tel given by the Cosmopolitan will all persons who have not this particular school. · hia Alumni News. When com-
. Opera Company in Bailey Hall. had the sittings please do so The first visitor was Mr. Er!'}est pleted, the engineering school, it is 
Georgia Standing as "Hansel" re- this week. ' Fowles, a fellow. of. the Royal said, will have become an engin-
,,vealed a rich contralto , voice. ' Academy of Music m 1:0 n~o1;1, eering centre rivalling in size and 
·"Gretel" was sung by the· comely England. Mr. Fowles, dunng · his scope the present Columbia Medi-
Helen Eisler,· whose acting was PLAY MAKES FIN_E visit in. America has served as cal Centre. No date has been set 
spontaneous and appealing, and ENTERTAINMENT IN speaker to t~e Natio1;1al Confe~- for the completion of the project 
whose singing was very pleasing. CHAPEL PROGRAM ence of_ l\,fuSJc Supervisors. He is and that it is not expected _for sev-
H d" ck h . also domg a ~oo~ deal of lecture eral years was indicated by the an-
umper m as wntten some -- work, and while m Ithaca address- nouncement that there will be sev-
. masterly as well as very charming Thursday morning 1·n assembly d h d f C II ak 
f 
• · h" k e. t e stu en~s o orne , spe - eral additions to the present en-
bars o music m t IS wor on a very interesting and ,.!!ntert.,;n- h k f B h 
h h
• . d ... mg on t e wor s _o ra ms. . ginecring buildings on the Morn-
whic is n;puta~on Aasd ma f ing program was given by mem- The band, while Mr. Fowles ingside campus. 
; and still stands. ans n erson s hers of the Williams School. Miss was here, consented to read a ---
story, familiar to all almost from Ida Clark announced the presen- Brahm number for his entertain- Delegation To League 
cradle days, has very adroitly tat1"on of The M;nuet, a one- d h" hi 1· 
I ed 
. . f . • ment an were 1g Y comp 1ment- Declaring that the disarmament 
been trans at mto m ectious act play 1·n verse from the pen of d b h" h · h" h 
d h h M S 
e y 1m on t e manner m w 1c conference, opening Feb. 2 at 
melody an r yt m. · amos- Lou1·s Parker and very able d1"- h d "B " "d M F G 
h d d 
t ey rea . ut, sa1 r. ow- eneva, marks a "world crisis," 
liOUd rendered t ese un erstan • rected by M1"ss Martha N1"ssley as l "" ' d · I 
b-
es, 1t s very easy to rea a smg e Philip C. Nash, national director 
ngly and enjoyably although O a part of her· sen1"or play produc- I' f h d · 
lack f all 
me o notes, w at you nee 1s of the League of Nations ·Associa-· 
viously hampered by o t1"on "'Ork. The act1"on of the play · · · · · d th t 
I T fi 
.. trammg m piano, m or er a tion, urged that the American 
~rts of faci ities. he ne direc- takes place at the n·me of the d h l' you may rea more t an one me delegation make public immediate-
torial hand of M. Samossoud was French Revolut1"on, and the scene d h cl f " 11.,:I F an more t an one e , iv. r. ay ly its position upon five major 
in pleasing evidence. 1·s Ia~·d _1·n the J0 a1·1~r's quarters 1·n h sk d h h h d t d" d t en a e t ose w o a s u 1e questions. :Mr. Nash asked that 
Those who were privileged to the Conc1·erge. Speo"al costu· mes d · · th h 
f 
or were stu ymg piano at e pre- t e American delegation declare 
· attend the performance of the a- \"ere· ordered through ·Mr. Rob- · · Wh • sent time to rise. ereupon itself in favor of the proposed 
mous Carmen, which was pre- erts from the Brooks Company 1·n · h b d · cl d" every man m t e an , m u mg agreement_ to discuss matters with 
sented in the evening, whether the New York. G All h" f T eorge en, got to 1s eet. o other nations whenever an inter-
. occasion was in introducing to Bi- The cast "'as composed ent1"re- h E 1· h · · al · 
.. say t at our ng 1s v1s1tor was nation crisis arises, and said that 
zet's most ou~tanding wor~ or the ly of freshmen, as follows: the surprised would be to put it mild- it was "foolish" for the United 
renew~ of ·an old ·acquamtance, Marquis, Jciseph Short; the Mar- ly. · States to .say it favored disarm-
were impressed by the fact that chioness, Miss Katharine Arms; Another distinguished visitor ament if it would not agree to 
Carmen was an enjoyable perform- the jailor Peter Buono. The cast was Mr. Leon Le Blanc, who is budgetary limitation with respect 
ance given by ·.a capable cast,. who, was very 'well chosen, and the en- visiting :America as the represen- to armament expenditures. 
altho_ugh hand!capped by the 11;1ade- tire play gave evidence of careful tative of the Le Blanc instrument ---
qua~es 0.f B:11Iey Hall, so stirred and thorough rehearsing under the company, a French concern. Mr. New Type Of College 
the. 1magmat1on as to make acces- guidance of Miss Nissley. Le Blanc is the younger son of a The creation of a new type of 
sones almost unnecessary. . Through the · splendid coopera- family distinguished for the mak- college to be called the general 
'J_'he oveI"t;ure opened with the tiori of Mr. Fay; special music ing of excellent reed instruments. college to minister to the needs of 
festival music from Act IV; the was arranged for the occasion. Be- He is also a brilliant musician, many students who do not plan to 
march of the Toreadors changed fore the rise of the curtain the having won the first prize in the enter a profession was recommend-
to the strain of the Toreador band played·"Pere la Victoir;", by (Continued on page four) ed by Dr. Ernest H. \Vilkins, pres-
song; returned to the march, Ganne in the manner of the ---- ident of Oberlin College and pres-
which in turn made way for the French brass bands after the Arm- NOTED AUTHOR IS ident of the Association of Ameri-
ominous Fate Theme which is !n- istice. At the close of the play, the DEAD IN LONDON can Colleges, m his presidential 
tem·oven throughout the entire Little Theatre orchestra render- AT AN EARLY AGE address. He stated that college 
opera, forecasting the shadow of ed the Marseilles the verse of --- students are of two types. The 
disaster. . . _ which was sung· b; Miss Martha Lytton Strachey, the distin- existing college is ,vell adapted to 
. At the opemng of :',ct I 1t was Nissley and Mr. Rowland, both guished author of Eminent Vic- those seeking professional positions, 
difficult for the audience to ad- dressed in costumes reminiscent of torians and Queen· Victoria died at while this new type of college 
just itself to the lack of scenery the citizens of the French Revol- his home in Inkpen, Berkshire, which would . give a three year 
and particularly to the organ pipes ution. ____ London at the age of 51. Lytton course, is needed for those people 
which shamefully stuck out above ORACLE TO GIVE Strachey's work, with the excep- headed for non-professional · em-
the scanty scenery but as the act tion of an early textbook on ploymcnt or home life. 
progressed, the singers warmed to RECOGNITION TO Fr e n ch literature, exemplified 
action drawing upon the imagina- HONOR CLASSES what has come to be known as the Glass Bill Submitted 
tion of the audience, making ac- --- new biography. It signified, per- The long-awaited bill by Sen-
cessories seem unnecessary, and Oracle, the senior honorary so- haps, more than that, for the au- ator Glass of Virginia, to revise 
leaving their audience at the close ciety of Ithaca College, last year thor played no small part in bring- the Federal Reserve and National 
of the act with a promise of much inaugurated the custom of pre- ing about the change from the old- Banking laws, was reported by the 
to come. senting a cup, each year, to that fashioned tributes, sponsored main- sub-committee of the Senate Bank-
Dredi Aves as Carmen sang the class which maintains the highest ly by sentiment, to the more real- ing and Currency Committee and 
famous-- "Habanera", executing average during the fall and spring istic portraits current in the pre- introduced in the Senate in ad-
the lovely passages with a well- terms. The cup will have the name sent decade. vance of inspection by the full 
colored voice doing the whole in of successive winners engraved At the time that the initial committee. A feature of the bill is 
the traditional style. Dorothy upon it, and will be kept in· the treatise by Strachey appeared in a proposal to create a liquidation 
Dickerson with a charm all her library ·room of the Liberal Arts print there was a stir among liter- corporation within the Federal Re-
own as Micaela and Alexander building.. . . . ary circles that was as unique as serve System to afford relief per-
Kurganoff as a capable Don Jose The 1mt1al prese~tat1on . was it was indicative of the changing manently for depositiors in mem-
sang a lovely duet. The seductive made to the Class ?f 33. It. 1s to trends in taste of the reading pub- her banks which have failed and 
"Sequidilla" sung by Carmen in h"._ hoped ~hat. th~1r first v1_ctory lie. The reception that was later temporarily for depositors in dos-
her pleasing v01ce was enjoyed will be an msp1rat10n to continued accorded to all of the writer's e<l non-member banks. 
also. endeavor during this year and works was flattering to say the --
Acts II and III were well per- next. It would be a fine precedent least and he had imitators by the Automobile Club Ends 
fonned both musically and dra- to establish if the first class to win d p h f h" The Automobile Club of Amer-
matically. The well-known "To- the cup was able to keep it until it ozen. _er aps none O is con- ica, the oldest organization of mo-
rcador Song" was sung in the left the college. temporanes has equaled the clear torists in the country whose thous-
boastful way of Escamille by Ma- The scholarship standards of .style and the dashing treatment ands of members included many 
rio Valle. One of the most out- Ithaca College are certainly on the that is to be found in the Strachey notables m society, business, 
standing numbers of the opera was upward trend and the students are biographies. Suffice it to say that ,Politics and the professions, has 
the tender solo "I am not faint- given ~very enco_uragement and op- the worshipful portraits of famous received its. death ~low from 
hearted", of Micaela. Miss Dick- portumty to avail themselves of the . the econonuc depression. Elmer 
erson's tones were clear-flowing exceptional educational means that people th~t were considered the Thompson, secretary of the club, 
and beautiful and she sang with the institution affords. The ranks correct thmg a decade past - or announced that in view of the 
much ease and interpretation. that are sustained by the classes even smce the time of Parson large numbers of resignations re-
In act IV, the tense interchange are vitally important to the gen- Weems with his very complimen- ceived since last September and the 
between- Carmen and Don Jose e:al standi1?g of Ithaca. College. In tary and exagerated exposition of cons~quent loss ?f dues and reven-
culminated in an effective enough view of this fact the interest that h . G - . ues m the service departments of 
death of Carmen, the fulfillment the Oracle society has taken the t e vtrtues of eo~ge Washmg- the clubhouse, an imposing six-
. of the tragedy. general scholarship of the school ton - no longer mterested the story Gothic structure at 12 East 
(Continued on page four) has a special significance. public. (Continued on page four) 
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ITHACA TEAMS 
WILL BATTLE FOR 
FURTHER HONORS 
Ithaca College basketball ,vill 
be represented by the frosh this 
week when they journey to Man-
lius to play the Military Academy 
'Bert Rogers Lyon To Conduct 
Chorus In Presentation Of 
Oratorio On Sunday Evening 
there. 
The varsity takes a well-de-
served rest after the strenuous 
schedule they have been playing. 
Next week Coach Y avit's men 
will receive a real test when they 
come up against the strong Alle-
gheny State School from Penn-
sylvania. This is the first meeting 
in basketball between the two 
"The Beatitudes" by· Cesar Frank to be Presented on Sunday 
Evening in Congregational Church by Student Chorus 
Dircted by Mr. Lyon With Maurice Whitney Accompan-
ist; Lautner and Baumgartner Faculty Soloists 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
HEARS PLAN FOR 
ACTIVITY TICKET 
te~. two rather listless games At the last -m-e-et-i-ng of the Stu-
last Friday, .the Blue and Gold dent Council the following project 
teams were victorious. The frosh was accepted to be recommended 
f G to the Facultv Council. 
de eated eorge Jr. Republic 45- The proJ· ect was introduced b\.' 
25, and the varsity topped Hart-
\\-ick College 49-26. John Fague in an effort to aid stu-
ln nine games played, the var- dents who have opportunity and 
sity has ,,.·on five and lost four. time for the activities of other de-
A recent article by a noted partments than their own, but who 
sports editor and coach is interest- cannot afford to pay the fees for 
all. of them. ing in that the editor emphasizes 
the fact that colleges and schools Purpose: To enable all students 
have gone "victory crazy". He of Ithaca College to attend, at. a 
brings out the fact that it is not :very slight cost, all functions of the 
merely for the highest score that a College. 
team should strive. The real mo- To endeavor to weld together in 
tive is sportsmanship. It is the bonds of friendship and under-
ideal which Coach Yavitts set up stand ing, all students of the 
before his men, no matter what College. 
sport they play. The very ·notice- By permitting students of one 
able "booing" on the part of some department to attend functions and 
fans along the sidelines during activities of the other departments, 
some of the bascketball contests to enlarge their scope of education 
does more to cheapen the sports- and give them a broader and more 
manship of the team than anything significant outlook on life. 
the team itself might do. Don't· To create a sinking fund ,vhere-
go to the contests to razz the play- by, at the sanction of the Student 
ers and the referee; go to help the Council and the Faculty Council, 
team and the school! worthy projects may be fostered by 
Saturday night 111 the Ithaca departments individuallv, or bv the 
College gymnasium will be held College as a whole. ·c Exam'ples: 
the first home meet this vear for Shakesperian Festival, Physical 
the wrestling squad. Coa~h \Val- Education Field Dav. or a festi-
ter O'Connell, Cornell wrestling val of singing like th~· Talbott fes-
coach, has picked the new Junior ti val laSt year.) 
Varsity squad from the hill to be :\Iethod of Operation: 
the opponents. O'Connell, it will At the beginning of the first 
be remembered, also coaches the semester students are permitted to 
(Continued on page four) purchase a season ticket for $2.50 
CORNET SOLOIST 
GIVES FEW HINTS 
FOR PERFORMERS 
In a recent issue of the White 
Way News appears an article .en-
titled, "A Few Hints For Young 
Soloists", written by Del Staigers, 
cornet soloist with the Goldman 
band. The Ithacan reprints tlze 
subject matter which should prove 
to be of interest to public perform-
ers of either music or the drama. 
"Have vou ever watched a 
young soloi~t fretting and fuming 
for hours before he is to make his 
appearance? Maybe that young 
soloist is YOU. If it is, have you 
ever considered trying to remedy 
the cause? Possibly I may be able 
to help with a few suggestions. No 
doubt you think that you are a 
very nervous type. At the same 
time you can sit in your chair in 
the band or orchestra and play· the 
most difficult passages and never 
bat an eye, but when it comes to 
walking out front and playing 
even the simplest selection you go 
completely to pieces. Surely there 
must be some reason for these 
nerve attacks in a healthy young 
man or woman, who is not subject 
to nerves at any other time. If you 
would overcome this condition, try 
not only a part of these hints, but 
ALL of them. 
"Keep your body fit at all times. 
\Vatch the stomach carefully. Do 
not eat a heavy meal before play-
ing. You will hear a great many 
musicians say that they must eat a 
big meal or they cannot play. This 
is an absolute fallacy. If you have 
a solo at an evening concert, eat a 
good meal before 2 p. m. and may-
be a glass of milk or orange juice 
( Continued on page two) 
,Yhich will allow them to attend 
all functions · of the departments 
\\·here such fees are charged. The 
same happens at the beginning of 
the second semester. Thus, by pay-
ing five dollars for the entire year, 
a student will be permitted to at-
tend all plays, operettas, concerts 
or gan1es ( ITTm and athletic 
field). Each stude11t· paying this fee 
is given a ticket, which 1s non-
transferable, for that season. 
The money shall be apportioned 
to the different departments in 
ratio to the costs and upkeep of 
plays, athletic contests, operettas 
or concerts. This ratio is to be set 
by members of the Faculty Coun-
cil, ,,·orking with one member of 
the Student Council. Of the mon-
ey received each year, $100 will be 
set aside bv the facultv treasurer 
for a sinki~g fund. This operates 
for ten years until the sum of $1,-
000 has been accumulated. This 
fund is to be used to back worthy 
(Continued on page four) 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
The Editor of The ltlza-
can wishes to announce that 
,,·ith the beginning of the 
new term The Ithacan board 
will be ready to receive ap-
plications for positions on 
the nm· staff. The Editor re-
quests that all applicants file 
with him, their names, ad-
dresses. telephone numbers 
and also asks that thev state 
in the written application the 
amount and nature of their 
previous experience if any. 
T h e written applications 
should be 111 the hands of 
the Editor by February 29. 
Tlze Beatitudes, an oratorio 
by Cesar .Franck, will be presented 
Sunday evening, January 31, at 
seven-thirty in the Congregational 
church. Bert Rogers Lyon is the 
conductor of the presentation and 
Maurice C. 'Whitney organist. 
The soloists will be Joseph Laut-
ner, Ehrnod Schwan, John 
Baumgartner, and Clifford Orms-
by. The chorus is composed of 
ninety-six members of the student 
body of the ::\'lusic Education de-
partment of Ithaca College. 
In reading d'Tudy's "Cesar 
Franck," we find the following 
,nitten about this massive ,vork: 
"The Beatitudes bears the impress 
which seals so superbly all the 
stronger and most enduring man-
ifestations o:f genius. This musi-
cal epic is undoubtedly the great-
est work which has found a place 
in the development of the art for 
a very long time past. It _is not 
only one of the most extelliive 
,rnrks that has· been composed since 
Beethoven's time, but it rises above 
all the other compositions of the 
present day; I know of none of 
such lofty and sustained inspira-
tion." 
The oratorio contains many 
lovely solo passages. The chorus is 
a most potent factor in the devel-
opment of musical appreciation. 
To participate in the studv. and 
performance of such pr~found 
works as The Beatitudes, Elijah, 
St. Jl!attlzew Passion, Hora Nov-
issima,. Tlze Creation and other 
such oratorio, 1s to experience a 
spiritual development, the value of 
which, from the standpoint of both 
music and general culture, is be-
yond estimation. 
The Beatitudes takes for its , 
text a poetical paraphrase of 
the Gospel. Satan vanquished by 
Christ, and suffering humanity re-
generated by the Redeemer, arc 
the themes of the poem, which is 
divided into a prologue and eight 
beatitudes. The formal oratorio 
style of T h e .Jl.1 essiah a n d 
Elijah are discarded for the 
more homogeneous fonn of the 
symphonic poem, and the work 
might·, with propriety, be called a 
symphonic oratorio. 
Each of the eight beatitudes is 
itself a short poem containing con-
trasting ideas; first, an exposition 
of . the desires. the sorrows, the 
vices and evils which reign on 
earth; then the celestial affirmation 
of the healing of these evils and 
the promise of heavenly joy and 
peace. Finally the voice of Christ 
is heard proclaiming the beatitude 
which awaits those who are heal-
ed and sanctified. 
The constant recur;ence of the 
motive associated ,vith the Christ 
?roduces tl1c unity of design found 
in the modern music drama. It is 
a melody so simple yet so striking 
that it cannot be forgotten after 
its appearance in the opening meas-
ures of the prologue. 
The prologue paints the picture 
of the· old world, full of hate and 
desperation, and announces the 
coming of the Saviour. 
Dad· brood,·d fear o'rr the land; 
Oppression's pitiless hand 
Crushed and d;qradd tire u•eak. 
The angels, hov'ring around 
the Master, chant their song: 
0 blessed be Hr, q;,•ho now is pouring 
S<:11eet Hope into hearts dark with 
fear. 
(Continrud on page four) 
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ON MUSIC APPRECIATION 
A. PPARENTLY, through the medium of the radio, the modern child has greater possibilities in attaining an apprecia-
tion for music than had his predecessor. Previous to the 
utilization of air v;aves, music students formed their ideals 
and patterns after the town professor, who we must admit 
was not too high an ideal for the novice.· In many instances 
this teacher had a poor knowledge of pedagogical principles; 
a vague conception of harmony and ear training; limited 
performing abilities; and a reputation confined to his immed-
iate locality. Today, the radio brings to the child the foremost 
soloists, orchestras, bands, and choirs, with performers of 
national and international fame. Children hearing artists 
such as WALTER DAMROSCH, LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI, FRITZ 
KREISLER, IGNACE PADEREWSKI, MISCHA ELMAN, and 
ERNESTINE SCHUMANN-HEINK; and musical features as the 
Metropolitan Opera House broadcasts, the Symphonic Hour, 
and the Music Appreciation Hour, in addition to numerous 
good advertising programs, can build up higher musical ideals 
than ever before and have cause for better appreciation of 
music. 
The charge that this generation's child is losing his ap-
preciation of music has recently been refuted by DR. DAM-
ROSCH, dean of conductors. Radio, the mechanical device 
which has upset and revolutionized music and has created the 
above trend of thought, is the means through which the refu-
tation has been made. Publicity from the National Broad-
casting Company reve~ls some promising facts : 
WALTER D.\MROSCH instructs the largest music class in the 
world, with more- than 6,500,000 pupils listening every Friday 
to ·his Music Appreciation Hour over combined coast-to-coast 
THE ITHACAN: WEDNESDAY, JAN~ARY 27, 1932 
\ our paper, I conducted a question-, Beach, Cal.) I have used these treme limit of your ability. We all have never attempted this in pub. 
Sens. eless Sermons ! nairc last week in which I asked a studies for twenty years and find have our good days and also our lie. Once you do this it is expected i lot of people this question ( they them the best of their kind. . off days. If we could always be in as a matter of course, and the time 
An Ithacmz Feature I didn't know of course that I sent "ALWAYS HAVE A WAY TO the trim we are in during our good always comes when this is an im. 
I them out myself) "Just what do ,\VOID ANY PARTICULAR HIGH days, we would not need to heed possibility. Immediately you are a vou think of Dersham's so-called XOTE OR DIFFICULT PASSAGE. this advice. Unfortunat~ly how- "has been." The best way to at. 
Column?" Here are the answers Playing brass instruments Tequires ever, we are all human and must tempt high notes for the first time 
Soxxy DERSHA;\1 
, ____________ _, in the order of their reception: a great deal of physical strength. govern ourselves accordingly. If in public is to have a clear mind 
:\IUCH ADO ABOUT President \Villiams: Ho hum! Playing solos on brass instruments you can ascend to high "E" in and when you feel confident that 
PRACTICALLY NOTHIN' Dean Job: l'Vhat colunm? requires a great deal more physical practice at home; I think it advis- you will not miss, concentrate 
. . , Dean Powell: The U'hole paper strength, and this strength must be able to try only for high "C" at the carefully and go for it. Once you 
A~ far ~s I can see (which isn t) mat.es a szcell fly-swatter. ' concentrated in a short space of performance. A bank has its sur- have accomplished your objective, 
too tar, nght at the present, due I Albert Edmund Brown: That time and we cannot always judge plus as a margin of safety and the it becomes easier with each succes-
to cigarc.tte smoke) · · · Oh yes i um be fi;,:ed all right. Don't our strength so that we will have engineers of a bridge or building sive performance. However, if you 
~hat rcmmds me · · · the. o~her day ·u·orrj'. that extra ounce that is necessary allow for the same. I surely think are not certain of getting your notei 
111 a moment of magnanmuty, was Larry Hill: It would be better to produce that high "C" at the it advisable for us to follon· their and try for it and miss, your con. 
111?':ed to . offer. a young la~y, if he stood up straight. . finish. Figure out a way that will footsteps. In my own case, I have fidence is further destroyed and 
affiliated wi th . this college, a cig- Ben Johnson: I-I ow much will allow you to end on middle "C" always followed this literally. your objective is further away than 
arette. Immediately she became a this cost md and no one will ever know the Most any time I find it possible to ever. 
!uass. of. sore on me, as well :1: be- Gert Evans: (can't be printed) difference. If you have not pre- play to the second high "C,'' but "Last, but MOST IMPORTANT or, 
mg mdignant, huffed, ~umihated Jav \V. Fay: It's better than pared this way out you will be (Continued on page four) 
and .also mad · · · Drawmg h~rs1lf the editorials. worried during your entire per- ;--------------=--------------t1o h1erd full fin: 1fce:,Ss~e pr1?1c1ticla Y Ray Brown: No read ze Eeng- formance and the chances are that eve c me wit 1, 1r, 1ave 1 1 'II · h' I rou know I'm in the Physical Edu- ecRs,1. . ,u· dt. J"Jm ' /·law' you w1 miss your ig l note any-
. D ,, erme vv 111 • -i u. • how. 
catwn epartment. \V I B l . p1 
"01 " I "I b a ter ee er, ,,ooej'. If you HAVE a way out, you 1
•. says,' cg your par- Lee Smail: If he'd spe11d as will not be worried about it 
d?n, ~,hen you II no doubt have a much time on clarinet as he does and the chances are that you will 
cigar.· And let me tell you those at the typewriter he might learn be able to "blow the roof off" with gals pack a mean wallop when tl . 
their ire is aroused. I'm afraid that so,,S1eb11lnlg.\V h . It' t1 . tz' your high note. If there is a pas-
! b .. . d a e a c e, s ,ze 11er · sage that is very. difficult for you, o d story a out runmng mto a oor Cl k 1\1 . d. I lave no 
won't go over this time. . air c L. ~~nar . f v' h change it, and simplify it. By this 
B I d II I tzmr or· evzty, or or er:s am I' do not mean to stop practicing 
. ut Harte to tc . you t iat either. for that passage. I -mean that you 
as tar as I could sec tlus column 
had about reached the end of it's CORNET SOLOIST should have a WAY OUT when 
hope ... The editor is, of course, GIVES FEW HINTS standing in front of your audience. 
in favor of that, at least he'd like Th~ mere knowledge of· having a FOR PERFORMERS ·11 · • f to see me at the end of a rope ( that w.-, Y OUT WI give you piece 0 
is reall\' what reminded me of that ( Continued from page one) mind· so that you will very seldom 
stor.v about the cigar) ... You've ever have to resort to the easier 
at 7 p. m. By the time the concert 
heard the old adage, haven't you, starts the food "·ill all be digested "·ay. 
to tile effect tllat l'f }·oti g1·.,c a col- I h "A frn· seconds before standing 
' and vou have the benefit of al t e f J k f h lege boy CnougJ1 rope ... he'll go · or your so o, ta ·e a series o s ort, strenJ!th from the food. If you DID · k b h fi · h. · h into the ci!rnr business. k h qmc -, rcat s, ms mg wit scv-
- eat a big meal at seven o'cloc • t e J d b h Th" And still I'm not gettin!! an}'- d era very ecp reat s. 1s sup-
= food would not yet be digested· an 1· h h · h J f \\·liei·e, but then I ha···e no place h p 1es t e eart wit a surp us o 
• rou would not derive anv strengt d h J h to go ... This column, }'OU know, · · f ll oxygen an e ps you over t at from it for hours aftcnvard. A u I · d d f 1· h is a great deal like prohibition .. . . d d s 1ort wm e ee mg t at seems to 
stomach makes you short win e . k h Id f h 
not that it's a national issue .. it is , want to ta ·e o o you at t e 
~lost soloists complain of "Drymg f J N h 
onh.· the thirteenth, but I mean it start o vour so o. 1 · o matter ow 
up" "·hen play•in!!. \Vatch the diet · · · · I I 
was started more or less as an ex- = pia111ss1mo you start your so o, et 
carefully and· avoid high seasoning, fi k b fi d d fi 
Pcrimcnt and we Jet it get away h' h your· rst attac e rm an e n-dricd meats, onions, etc., w 1c · 
from us ... sec last week's issue for help to aggravate this condition. ite. 
verification ... And did I hear I "Never try to play to the ex-
"Kxow your solo. By this 
about that, or rather did we all mean to know it so thoroughly 
STRAND hear about that? ... Oh Boy, Oh that you can think of something Boy, am I afraid to walk through else and still play every note with-
the lobby or not? ( the answer is out giving it a thought. This is one 
No) · ·. · Everybody was afraid, of the chief causes of NERVES. You Th F · S I I t t d h. bl · ' h' urs.- r1.- at. \\· ien s are t is oomm t mg, stand in front of the band and start "HER MAJESTY LOVE" 
that I'd go the limit some time .. , to play. Pretty soon you begin to 
And I will yet· · · (Eh \Vally?) wonder what the next note is. You MARILYN MILLER 
BEN LYON 
We can't spend our good time that 
is intended for work or real rest _and 
sleep punching the "ivory" up and 
down on the green cloth or "knocking 
'em do"":Jl" and expect any bargain 
rates from nature ·on .. our foolishness. 
Nature has a most complete system 
of bookkeeping - she has an account 
opened for every individual when he 
comes into this world - and altho she 
sometimes allows a fell ow to stretch his 
credit to the limit, Nature always 
exacts full payment and final settle-
ment ~rom all of us, ~like. 
NBC networks. The class, whose pupils occupy schoolrooms. 
scattered through all the forty-eight states, has increased in 
attendance by 2,000,000 during the past year. DR. DAMROSCH· 
believes that the tremendous interest evinced by children in the 
programs is a very definite refutation of the spasmodic charges 
. Allee Samee, I found me a new become panic-stricken, the tone 
reader the other day ... the wife wobbles, the mouth dries up, .and 
· of one of the professors (just wait -well, you know the answer. 
till he hears about this) She tells "Never practice a solo on the 
me she just lives from week to day you are to play it. Invariably 
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 
James Sally 
Nature's rates for excessive indul-
gence in all things are very high. Her 
price is measured in health, mental 
alertness, endurance, loyalty, faith, 
hope and love,-not in dollars. that appreciation of good music is on the wane. 
The art of music has been severely affected by recent 
mechanical innovations. We have been experiencing a fruit-
less period of music from the standpoint of the novice as well 
as from that of the professional. It should be very gratifying 
for students of mu.sic in the professional and public school 
departments to take notice to the awakened interest in their 
vocations to be, and to realize that the radio is an aid to the 
· child's musical education and appreciation. · · 
TOWARD THE MILLENNIUM 
T HE next week will bring the first touch of final exams to some of the students of Ithaca College. To others of us 
it will be no new experience, but the same general feeling of 
mingled fear and expectancy prevails in all cases. 
The Freshmen might do well to establish a respectful 
and diligent attitude toward their studies at this time .. For 
that matter, the upperclassmen might also profit by a corres-
pondingly serious attitude, but it ·seems most important that 
first year students begin to form the right habits. After. all, 
there is no other way for the members of the faculty to judge 
the respective abilities and talent possibilities of the students. 
At the same tinie, there is more to the end of the term 
than just exams. A slight respite is given us at this time, a 
sort of breathing spell whereby we are privileged to look back 
over the past few months and ponder as to whether or not 
the largest profit has been ·extracted from the first half of 
the school year. It- is in fact a sort of inventory time with the 
chance to get rid of the old and undesirable material before 
restocking V\ith the newer and the more worth while. 
The old adage to the effect that all work and no play 
keeps the doctor-'wait, that's the wrong proverb. I guess it 
ends by making Jack a dope. Anyway, it applies here. Im-
mediately after the period given over to the airing of what 
we ought to know, comes the time for a last fling before the 
beginning of a new term. There will be tea dances - and 
some tea; there will be other forms of entertainment-which 
we need not mention here; and, a week later, there will be 
the Junior Prom. This same Prom will be The (capital T) 
event of the mid-year. Boys, make up your mind, and girls, 
make up the boy friend's mind: that missing the Prom is 
just as much a social error as chewing tobacco at a formal 
dinner. And then after the ball is over there yet remains a 
breakfast dance, which all attend whether they feel like it 
or not, just to prove that they're not sissies. And so will the 
social fling of the mid-winter season be brought to a close. 
And so the next semester will be upon us, with the prom-
ise of spring, of knowledge, of better acquaintance with 
school mates, and, we hope, an increased capacity and yearn-
ing for the finer associations and greater friendships. 
week waiting for the paper to you ,,·ill mu~s up some particular --in-. -
come out ... So I says to her, "Its passage in practice and you will be "DANCE TEAM" 
DUNN EILERS 
a darned good thing we don't put worried about it all day and all the :------~=~-----=----, 
~hi~g~ ~1~:r~i~y 1~rgvi~wg0°rsltg
0t::f~~ time you are playing you will have STATE · 1 
, that particular passage in mind and 
balm,· in between times." All in all will not be able to concentrate on 
that · makes five people that read the rest of your performance. 
these obscene opus's of mine: The "Try practicing your solos in 
editor reads 'em, and makes re- other keys. I find it very helpful to 
marks; the author reads 'em, and transpose all my solos to "A." This 
wonders why; the proof-reader makes the fingering more difficult, 
reads them, and makes queer cluck- and when I try them again for the 
ing noises ; my room-mate reads Bb cornet, they seem very easy, In 
them, far into the night, and then conjunction with this I cannot 
,,·akes me up to find out what I 
stress the importance of FINGERS 
meant; and now there comes an- too much. How many times have 
W ed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 
Wall ace Clark 
BEERY GABLE 
--in--
"HELL· DIVERS" 
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. 
WILLIAM POWELL 
--in--
"HIGH PRESSURE" 
other to join the ill-ustrious ranks; you ever practiced real conscienti-
she reads them, and is dissatisfied ,---------------= 
\\·ith her husband ... but for that ously the scales in the real difficult TEMPLE 
matter, lots of people are ... with keys? Every cornet player I ever 
their respective husbands,· I mean, hear practicing scales invariably 
plays in "C," "F," or "G." Try • 
not hers in particular. 
, the difficult keys of "A," "B,'' 
Nows my chance too, to explain "C#," "D" and "F# ." It is pos-
some mistakes in last week's paper, · 
heforc someone else does. You will sible to play just as well in these 
kevs as it is in the others. Get find, in the · assembly program · 
Fri.-Sat. 
·KEN MAYNARD 
--in--
"RANGE LAW" 
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. 
Clara Kimball Young 
write-up, where a certain learned Herbert Clarkes' Technical stud-
professor quotes E as being 1/5 of ies and also his Setting Up Drills., 
A. It ain't so, and I don't believe Practice them as per his written in-
he said it. but a drama stu<lem did structions. (Published by Mr. --in--
the assembly article, which is no Clarke, 245 Prospect Ave., Long "Women Go On Forever" 
more than fair, since I used to 
cover the Senior 1\:Ionologues (and 
what I mean is, some of them 
should have been covered) without 
knowing the difference between 
up-stage and high-hat, and before 
I was sure whether a Cyclorama 
was something that tore up trees 
in Kansas or a one-eyed monster 
that fed upon youthful and callow 
Editors ... Personally I'm about 
fed up on Editors, myself. 
And the Kappa Gammas are to 
play a game of baskethall with Phi 
Mu Epsilon, I see by the paper .. 
Now whether Mu Phi Epsilon is 
meant, or Phi Mu Alpha, I do 
not know, but I'll do all in my 
power to hold out for the former 
... that should be rare and racy. 
Speaking of what is ,vrong with : 
"DENNISISMS" 
Ponder This: 
"On demand-I promise to pay." YOUR FAMILY 
is endorsing your note, if you have too little life insur-
ance. Let me arrange for the Insurance Company to 
assume this ;esponsibility. 
I. E. DENNIS, District Agent 
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company 
324 E. State Street Phone 2515 
Only by strict adherence to the best 
that is within us and by keeping faith 
with our fell ow men can we hope to 
keep ourselves "out of the red" in Na-
ture's scheme of things. 
This is the basis on which this man's 
shop is run. We den:iand of ourselves 
strict honorableness in all things and 
a character that you can continually 
depend ·upon. 
W. J. ·Reed 
When 
Wanting 
Ithaca Trust Company 
110 · North Tioga Street 
Capital surplus, undivided 
profits-$900,000 
Interest paid on time deposit! 
r 
l 
Go To 
-FRUITS 
-WAFERS 
-CHEESE 
-CIGARETTES 
-PICKLES 
-OLIVES 
. .. 
E. H. Wanzer 
"Tlie Grocer" 
Safe Deposit Boxes for Re11t 
EVERY BANKING F ACILlTY 
[Incorporated 1868] 
Ithaca 
Savings 
Bank 
Tioga Street-Corner Seneca 
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[ FRATERNITY NOTICES 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Chick Collard 
Not much to write about this 
week. The brothers are all study-
ing hard for the finals next week, 
good luck to all. Last week it 
looked as if the house was a 
"House of Sorrow" as the brothers 
were all working on the pageant 
"Robin Hood." 
Phi Delta Pi and Phi Epsilon 
Kappa are sponsoring a tea dance 
during Junior Week at the Phi 
Epsilon Kappa house, and we hope 
to see everybody at the dance. 
Some of the brothers attended 
the Vesper services at the Phi Mu 
Alpha Sunday afternoon. 
. ---Kappa Gamma Psi 
Sonny Dershem · 
You have probably not~d by 
this time that we are in the 
throes of initiation, or perhaps I 
should say throws. If it isn't one 
thing it's something else. 
Perhaps it is a little late but we 
wish to offer congratulations to 
Alpha Sigma Chi on their recent 
achievement in becoming affiliated 
\\·ith Delta Psi Kappa. 
And it""is probably a little late 
to begin studying too, but the 
boys seem to be going for that in 
a big way-too bad there isn't a 
course in astronomy offered, I 
know a lot of folks who could pass 
that with first hand knowledge 
picked up here, there, and evcry-
were, and I mean picked up. The 
occupants of the third floor front 
should do pretty well in another 
line which I can't name at the pre-
sent writing, but it has to do with 
shades so we might call it spiritual-
ism, you can call it madness. 
The Kappa Gamma string quar-
-tette is now going in for club en-
tertainment. With and ,vithout 
music.- They ·recently played at. the 
· Masonic Temple for an evening 
program there. 
Somebody tells the writer that 
they had a Victrola dance at our 
house Friday nite, but the infor-
mation came too late, and. I have 
always wanted to see a Victrola 
· dance, ever since I first saw a horse 
flv • • . damned clever, these 
Chinese. I suppose that's just one 
of life's little disappointments, 
like Niagara Falls and the Grand 
Canyon. 
Very smart opera on the hill the 
first of the week, provided you 
could afford it. 
We hope you all (just can't get 
away from the- Mason-Dixon ac-
cent) are contemplating a grand 
time the week after exams. The 
dances will all prove quite enter-
taining, you may be assured, even 
if you can't get your hat on next 
morning in time for school. 
Informal initiation ,vas held 
l\fonday evening January 25. For-
mal initiation was held \Vednesday 
night. Twelve men, were given 
the ritual and are now members of 
_ Kappa Gamma Psi. 
Phi Delta Pi 
Catherine Cronin 
On Monday afternoon the Phi 
Delt girls received an invitation to 
join Mother Goose in Fairyland 
and to bring their friends, on one 
condition, that all cares be laid 
aside. The date was set for Wed-
nesday evening. ·we asked Grace 
McNee, Pauline Bassett, Marion 
Kilmer, Sylvia Kennedy, Gladys 
Hauser, and Dorothea Farrington 
to come with us to visit Mother 
Goose. 
As we were awaiting the arrival 
of the golden chariot pulled by 
the six white horses, we lapsed into 
reminiscing of the days, long ago, 
when all of us were such good 
friends of Mother Goose - and 
now it was so long since we had 
called upon her! \Vhile we were 
talking, a transformation seemed 
to take place and we found our-
selves in a strange land-but old 
landmarks gave us a hint as to 
our locality-which of course was 
Fairyland. Why to be sure, there 
was Mother Goose ready to take 
us all into her arms ; and there 
was Jack, with Jill tumbling 
after, and little Jack Horner set-
ing in a corner. \Vho is that nimble 
little fellow - ,.,,·hy Jack jump 
over the candle stick; the cows 
didn't stay in the corn very long 
when Little Boy Blue sounded 
his horn. And poor Jack Spratt, I 
always did feel sorry for him, but 
now I think he is more comfortable 
than his wife who could eat no 
lean. Maybe the little girl with the 
little curl is being careful of the 
crooked man with the crooked 
cane, maybe all her nice friends in 
fairvland have had an effect on 
her; but she was a very well be: 
haved little girl all during our 
visit. Mother Goose made our 
friends very welcome into fairy-
land and changed them to child-
ren of that happy society. 
One need never worry when 
:Mother Goose entertains for she 
is surely a delightful hostess. Her 
program of entertainment was 
composed mainly of the games we 
used to play when we were more 
regular callers- upon her gracious-
ness. Do you remember the goose 
who laid the golden egg? . Why 
that dear lady had even managed 
to get that egg and from its haun-
ty we were treated with most 
delicious fairyland · concoctions. 
\Vhen we w~re _quite refreshed 
the kindly mistress presented a 
few of her talented children, who 
proved to be "a chip off the old 
block." At ten. minutes before 
twelve we had to say goodbye to 
our dear hostess and rush away-
as you know midnight is the fate-
ful hour and we did not want to 
be· caught in fairyland when the 
clock struck twelve. Now here's a 
secret, promise not to tell,~ 
:Mother Goose thinks our friends 
are very nice and she hopes that 
they are going to call on her often 
-she just loves company. . 
Invitations seem to be in order 
this week, and accordingly a few 
of our girls entertained in two 
specialcy• dances at the Masonic 
Temple on Thursday night. Belle 
States and Elizabeth Moore pre-
sented a character dance, Buddy 
Klein took part in a minuet waltz, 
Miss Hugger who directed the 
girls in the dancing has spent 
much time studying under Ma-
dame Sonia Serova, the composer 
of these two dances. 
Phi Mu Alpha 
Ed Sommer 
\Ve wish to thank all those who 
were present at the Vesper services 
held Sunday, January 25, 1932, in 
memory of two departed brothers, 
William Glynn Thomas and Paul 
A. Lestei:, · 
l\t1any of us were fortunate in 
seeing and hearing the splendid 
rendition of the opera, Carmen, 
that was presented by the Cosmo-
politan Opera Company on _Mon-
day evening, January 26. This was 
a rare treat for most of us and we 
were left with a feeling of having 
witnessed something really fine. 
The orchestra with the company 
was superb in its capacity. The in-
terpretations were brilliant beyond 
measure. 
l'viaurice \Vhitney, Joseph Carl 
Borelli, George Lewis Pritchard, 
Craig McHenry, Walter Be~ler 
and · Del Purga traveled to Bing-
hamton last Friday night where 
they played opposite a dance band 
directed by Jean Calloway-one ~f 
the inimitable Cab's sisters. This 
battle of music was at the George 
F. Johnson pavillion, one of the 
largest dance floors in the country. 
Leslie Harner and Kenneth 
Leiby wish to extend, to all pin-
ochle players, a challenge to play 
the opening match irt th~ int~r-
fraternity Pinochle Champ10nsl11p. 
There isn't any such thing as yet 
but-at least its an idea and a 
challenge. It would be a great way 
to spend a cold night. Here is an-
other idea. \Vhy doesn't Tri-
Kappa pick a couple good men and 
arrange the date? Perhaps they 
will. · 
There really ought to be some 
action taken to try and safeguard 
books left in the lobby of the 
college. Many valuable books and 
manuscripts have disappeared late-
ly and we think it is a shame that 
grown folks will deprive their 
classmates of their keys to knowl-
edge. 
Phi Mu Alpha wishes to extend 
good luck to all of you in the com-
ing exams. You need it! 
thing this time. \Ve of the physi-
cal education department - rather 
some of us - were shown a four-
red moving picture - talkie 'n' 
all -- concerning a minor opera-
tion on the leg. All just so delici-
ous and messy - we lacked only 
the peanuts. Don't wish to argue 
- but personally I prefer Garbo! 
Lamps are having t_heir wicks 
carefully trimmed by the hands of 
the conscientous and filled with 
oil by the hands of the hopeful, for 
Sigma Alpha Iota far be it from our girls to be dras-
Dorotby Wood tically unprepared in the line of 
Epsilon chapter wishes to an- ·facilities when the deluge of exams 
nounce that a new member has hits us. Not far distant now peo-
been received into the fraternity. pie - al'Cn't you glad? 
The new member arrived last And right on top of that we 
\Vednesday in a crate by way of hear, "I'd love a black velvet with 
express. Astonishing as these facts a 'draped-to-one-side-effect" - a 
may appear, they "will probably rhinestone -strap maybe over the 
not seem unusual when I explain left ... " Well, you know what 
that this new joiner to the ranks that means - get out your "tuxes" 
of the Sigmas is "Lobo," a six and do a little polishing and girls, 
months old police dog that was those sweet Cinderella slippers too 
presented to the chapter by a -for the Prom is ever drawing 
friend of Jean Sprague. "Lobo" nigh-and of course, it's to be tl:ie 
has caused more of a stir within best ever! 
our house thah any human who has 
ever entered. If it were not for 
::\fother ~folks' careful training, 
he \\·ould doubtless grow to be a 
sadly spoiled dog under the treat-
ment of twenty-one adoring girls. 
All have promised a co-operate, 
however, in making "Lobo's" up-
bringing as it should be. 
Katherine Lester was our guest 
from last Friday until Tuesday, 
and it ,vas indeed a pleasure to see 
her again and to have her with us 
for a few days. 
l\Irs. F. E. Bates, one of our 
patronesses, entertained us at a tea 
on last Sunday afternoon. It has 
been the yearly custom of Mrs. 
Bates to entertain us jointly with 
the girls of the Delta Delta Delta 
sorority of Cornell, at a tea in 
honor of her daughter who was a 
member of both organizations. 
Alpha Sigma Chi 
No doubt about it - our girls 
are making a success of themselves 
in the field of conquest. This past 
week we sent out two expeditions. 
One by way of the Masonic 
Temple where several of our girls, 
::\large Bushnell, Jo Sibley and 
Shor.ty Bowman, under the tute-
lage of Miss Hugger, appeared as 
a couple 0f "danseuses." The other, 
a dauntless group of · basketball 
adherents, made their way to a no 
less prominent place than Tru-
mansburg. It's itinerants - Flo 
Sidur, Marge · Bushnell, Roma 
Sherwin, Arloine Lewis, Margy 
\V ood and Shorty B0wma1_1. At 
the uniting of thfa, results could 
not be given - only hoped for. 
Folks, you sure missed some-
Kappa Kappa Kappa 
"Moo" Palmer 
\Ve are all glad to see Gordon 
O'Reilly, John Fague and Frank 
Aviole back from the infirmary. 
\Ve expect to sec many· brothers, 
go to the infirm _$0011 from nervous 
breakdown. ( Studying is bound to 
get you.) 
A breakfast dance will be held 
in the Bank Restaurant the morn-
ing after the Junior Prom. This 
dance will be sponsored by Delta 
Phi and Tri Kappa. 
-Congratulations to Alpha Sig-
ma Chi upon becoming national. 
A great deal of credit is due to 
such a small organization becom-
ing national. It certainly shows a 
lot of hard work and good leader-
ship. 
Brother Fague wrote a report 
concerning student activity tick-
ets that will enable all students 
of Ithaca· College to attend all 
college activities, with the excep-
tion of benefits, for a nominal fee. 
This is bound to bring about a 
closer feeling and understanding 
of each others work. We were 
pleased to see that he received the 
unaminous approval of the Stu-
dent Council when it was brought 
to vote. 
I just went downstairs to get my 
coat and hat and I find that some 
gentle soul has taken them for. a 
walk. I can remember that old 
adage, "The early bird catches the 
worm." I'm not especially inter-
ested in his catching the worm, 
but I hate to see him take my 
clothes to keep the worm warm. 
Tlze New Sterling Model 
SMITH- CORONA 
In black, green, maroon $65 
In sterling (solid) silver $125 
This new Sterling Model brings you dozens of improvements 
at no extra cost-including noiseless segment shift and the new 
"piano key" action. Pick it up--it's a portable in weight and 
size. Type on it-it's "standard" in touch and feel and results! 
It's what YOU need in a portable writing machine. 
-SPORTS SHOP, . Second Floor-
TREMAN, KING'S 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
Sally Lawes 
This surely is a busy time of the 
vear. One more week before 
finals and every-one seems to be in 
the midst of hard studying. I know 
at the Mu Phi house the mid-
night oil is frequently kept burn-
ing. 
\Ve were so glad to have Dor-
othy Tennant visit us . the past 
week-end. She is doing some very 
interesting work in Canastota, as 
Supervisor of l\1usic. In the very 
near future Dorothy will present 
the operetta, "The Lucky Jade" 
and we are sure it will be most 
successful. Florerice Reed Stevens 
surprised us all ,.ith a visit this 
weel-:. She came ·to Ithaca to see 
the opera Carmen, and we re-
gret that she was unable to spend 
a longer time with us. Florence is 
playing a leading role in a play to 
be presented by the American Le~ 
gion, at Richfield Springs, wh'ere 
she is Supervisor· of ::\lusic. 
I am sure that everyone who 
saw the operas at Bailey Hall en-
joyed them very much. Beatrice 
Holston reserved a section for her 
students from . :'\frLean for the 
performance of "Hansel and Gret-
el", which was held in the after-
noon. 
An alumni party was held in 
honor of Susan Driscoll Ronan 
this week. All enjoyed the eve-
ning very much. \V riting about 
the alumni brings to mind the 
splendid work that Hilda Kocher 
is doing in Lykens and Williams-
port, Pa. She has built up a fine 
piano course and is most successful 
in her line of work. 
\Ve cordially invite the factulty 
and the students of Ithaca College 
to attend a tea dance sponsored by 
Kappa Gamma Psi and Mu Phi 
Epsilon on February 9, from four 
to six. It will be held at the 
Kappa Gamma Psi house. 
J·unior Week 
Means a Round of 
Formal Gayness 
Men's· Arrow 
Hawk Dress 
Shirts, 3_ .. 50 
,. -
Arrow's latest dress shirt boasts many nev,· fe_atures--:-it has an 
open back, tapered bosom and is made of the finest French 
pique. The Host collar is correct and comfortable. 
Ties, $1 .Studs, $1.75 
Tux and white Set of pearl studs and 
dress ties. · cuff buttons. 
Dress Slzoes, $7 
Comfortable shoes of a light weiglit calf that 
can be worn for evening or street we·ar. 
-JUST INSIDE THE DOOR-
Rothschild's 
Department Store 
PICTURE TAKING AT NIGHT 
Now is the time to get group 
and stunt pictures during 
these long winter evenings. 
We carry a complete line of 
flash goods, including the 
new Photo Flash bulbs. A 
flash bulb and Kodak veri-
chrome film make a combina-
tion that cannot be equalled. 
HEAD'S CAMERA STORE 
109 North Aurora Street 
PHOTO FINISHING DAILY SERVICE 
Drugs Sodas 
Writing Paper 
Fountain Pens 
Candy 
Envelopes 
Ink 
The 
Monarch 
Restaurant 
Sundaes put up in Individual 
Dishes to take out. 
Delicious food, quick, efficient 
service, and reasonable rates 
make for the popularity of 
Ithaca's favorite restaurant. 
204 E. State St. 
PHONE 6567 
The 
North Side Pharmacy 
507 N. Cayuga St. 
BUSSES 
FOR CHARTER 
For All Occasions 
DEAN OF ITHACA, INC. 
401-409 East State Street 
DIAL 2531 - • • ITHACA, N. Y. 
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BERT R. LYON 
TO GIVE ORA TO RIO 
IN LOCAL CHURCH 
(Cutimud from page one) 
I. Blessed are the poor in 
spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of 
Heaven. 
The first Beatitude opens with 
an energetic chorus for male voices 
in praise of riches and pleasure: 
All the wealth of the Earth 
is our desire! 
To this the celestial voices soft-
ly respond: · 
fl'l,en our htarts art oppressed in the 
midst of our pleasure, 
,t,,d d~spair without measure 
Has fil/1d ,u v.:ith dread, · 
Say, wh1re has gladness fled! 
The Voice of Christ declares 
him blessed who turns his heart 
from worldly p.ride; the celestial 
voices take up the theme, and in a 
moving and uplifting chorus, bring 
the beatitude to a close: 
Blessed is he in whom God!s graa 
and love aboundeth; 
Angels for him heaven's gates fling 
open ,u.,ide. 
II. Blessed are the meek, for 
they shall inherit the Earth. 
.The second Beatitude is intro-
duced by a subject, first sung by 
the altos, expressive of utter hope-
lessness: 
The cart!, is dark, heavtn's light has 
faded, 
Shedding no bright ray; 
Ev'ry hope 'Wit/1 sorrow is shaded, 
And passetlz away. 
The celestial choir sings softly: 
Poor human souls, tlzus 
Striving for tlze fitful· joys of 
Eartlz! -~ 
Whom deadly sin is driving! :, 
Give holy Meekness birth. 
Her sacred lamp burns ever brightly. 
She, only, can allay your care, 
She, only, maketh hang more /iglztly 
Those chains which good you to 
despair. _ 
Consolation comes when the 
Voice of Christ proclaims the text 
of the Gospel itself. 
III. Blessed are they that 
mourn, far they shall be Com-
forted. 
The third Beatitude is a poign-
ant song of Sorrow, 
Grief o'er all creatures 
reigns supreme. 
The gentle Voice · of Christ 
answers: 
Blessed are the mourners, for they 
shall be consoled. 
The celestial chorus ends the 
beautitude: 
0, blessed forever, they who 
suffer pain. 
IV. Blessed are they that do 
hunger and thirst after righteous-
ness, for they shall he filled. 
The fourth Beautitude is given 
to a solo tenor voice and is "a pow-
erful expression of the soul's des-
pair, its appeal to divine justice, its 
striving after holiness." At its 
close, the Voice of Christ points 
the way to heaven. 
VI. Blessed are the pure in 
heart, for they shall see God. 
The sixth Beatitude opens with 
a lament by pagan and Jewish wo-
men who mourn their departed 
Gods. Pharisees unite in a quartet 
of vain self-justification. The 
Angel of Death summons all be-
fore the judgment-seat of God. 
The angels are heard singing: 
Earthly · knowledge, rwisdom and 
merit 
Ne'er make the gates of heaven unroll; 
Only the meek and child-like soul, 
Pure in heart and humble in spirit, 
May enter thi, brig/it holy place 
In the actual words of the Gos-
pel, Christ proclaims the words of 
consolation once more;· and the 
celestial choir, with a· final out-
burst of glory, brings the song to 
a close. 
VII. Blessed are the peace-
makers, for they shall be called 
the children of God . . 
The seventh Beatitude intro-
duces Satan, who is heard summon-
ing his follo,vers, all the enemies of 
heaven. With hatred and fury, the 
choruses of tyrants, pagan priests 
and the multitude enter with wild 
and riotous music, calling for death 
and destruction. At no place in the 
oratorio is the Voice of Christ 
more sublime than in the simple 
answer: 
Blessed are they, who, with voice 
beseeching, 
Turn aside wrath ,and vengeance; 
They shall win eternal liglzt. 
VIII. Blessed are tlzey who 
are persecuted far righteousness 
sake, for theirs is t/ze Kingdom of 
Heaven. 
The eighth Beatitude brings an-
other arrogant outburst of Satan, 
who hurls superb defiance at 
Christ. But He-whom Satan defies, 
disdains to reply. It is the chorus 
of the Just whose voices are now 
heard singing, invoking Eternal 
T ustice with unshaken faith. Christ 
~ictorious, summons all the host of 
the righteous, and with ringing 
Hosannas, the angels acclaim in 
broad and massive tones, the 
eternal glories of those who enter 
the kingdom of heaven. 
The members of the chorus are 
listed as follows: Iola Angood, 
Thelma Cautin, Ruby Coral, 
Eunice Elder, Anna Faller, Thel-
ma Field, Edna Furr, Gladys 
Greenwald, Gladys Gross, Kath-
erine Harris, Helen Hemman, 
Josephine Jacuzzo, Catherine 
James, Lorraine Johnston, Ruth 
Krusa, Marian . LaFountain, Vir-
ginia Mather, Helen McGivney, 
Verna· ~foore, Gladys · Reiner, 
Janet Rice, Dorothea · Saunders, 
Kathryn Stickel, Dorothy Shelly, 
Grace VanZant, Winona Weed, 
Mrs. \Vinifred Williams; Fran-
ces Alexander, Ruth Austin, Helen 
Bowman, Katharine Campbell, 
Pauline Craig, Elizabeth Eddy, 
Martha Gifford, Elva Gross, 
Martha Holland, Ruth Kenney, 
Mrs. Dorothy Little, Dorothy 
Loesges, Rachel Lucia, Harriet 
Penniman, Miriam Prior, Carry! 
Sayre, Marian Taber, Alma Wil-
cox, Mrs. Florence \,Vilcox, Mary 
Zanin; Lewis Bierlyr Thoinas 
Brown, Charles Budesheim, Car-
men Caiazza, Urban Carvallo, 
William Dowler, Alton Fraleigh, 
\Valter Frome, John Gleason, An-
thony Gorrnso, · Dudley Mairs, 
Albert Odell, Joseph Sheckard, 
Reginald Sweet, George Van-
Kurin; William Bagley, Joseph 
Borelli, Charles Davis, Roger di-
N ucci, Harris Dersham, George 
Driscoll, Ernest Eames, Oscar Ek-
berg, Arthur Garvey, Ray Hew-
itt, Raymond Howard, Donald 
Hubbard, Richard Kainu, John 
Kupsky, Kenneth Leiby, Paul 
Mackey, Clarke Maynard, Alex-
ander Milne, \Villard Musser, 
Clifford Ormsby, Richard Otto, 
Samuel Patinka, Charles Pavelec, 
Norman Pugh, Elwood Schwan, 
Burton Stanley, Erwin Tropp, 
Walter Voros, Harris Wilson, 
Bernard Windt, Robert York. 
CORNET SOLOIST 
GIVES FEW HINTS 
FOR PERFORMERS 
(Continued from page one) 
ALL: DELIBERATION. TAKE YOUR 
TIME. 
"Listen to the great soloists, and 
see how they give the impression of 
playing fast, but actually play 
only a few passages here and there 
with speed. I · cannot recommend 
too highly the practice of playing 
with deliberation. It gives us a 
chance to breathe, and breath is the 
very LIFE of the tone of a brass in-
strument. It gives us a cha~ce to 
get set for any difficult passage or 
high note. In my experience as a 
soloist, I find myself playing more 
and more deliberately. Naturally, 
if we wish to keep up our reputa-
tion as great artists more is expect-
ed of us all the time. If we play 
deliberately, we are able to con-
centrate on any given passage and 
give it all we have, to the utmost 
of our ability. 
"CREATE-rather than IMITATE. 
"Play to your audience and not 
to the musicians who are accom-
panying you. Listen ONLY to CON-
STRUCTIVE CRITICISM. 
"Possibilities of brass playing 
are unlimited, and each generation 
has brought forth better artists 
than the preceding one. Practice 
makes perfect." 
ITHACA TEAMS 
WILL BATTLE FOR 
FURTHER HONORS 
( Continued from page t'Wo) 
Blue and Gold squad. 
In the 115-pound class Tret-
ter of Cornell will meet DeGraw. 
These two lightweights are both 
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excellent mat men and the open-
ing bout should prove a fast one. 
many this year and thereby decree-
ing the prolongation of his own 
term. Lombardi will take on DeVinie 
in the 125-pound class. Margolia, 
Cornell 135-pound entry, will be Vinson Bill 
matched against Goodman. The The Vinson naval construction 
f h f h · ·11 bill was endorsed last week: by eature mate o t e evenmg w1 Rear Admiral William A. Moff-
probably be the meeting of Cap-
tain Cole of Ithaca College and ett, Chief of ~ aval Aeronautics, 
west of Cornell. Mead will and Rear Admiral Frank: B. Up-
wrestle in the 155-P,Ound class ham, 'Yho told the House Naval 
and Bertram in the light heavy- ,Sommittee that the passag~ of the 
weight division. Tom Crawley, bill_ would do more to brmg the 
last year veteran in the heavy- l!i:11te~ States back to a prop:r po-
weight class, and former captain, sitmn m naval strength and msure 
has resigned from the team. Brit- rather than retard the peace of the 
ton looks like Ithaca College world, than any othe~ measure so 
choice in the heavyweight class. far . introduced. Ad~mral Upham 
COSMOPOLITAN 
OPERA COMPANY 
WELL RECEIVED 
(Continued from page ont) 
The conductor of the evening 
performance was Jacques Samos-
saud who proved a very efficient 
and fine conductor. The Cosmo-
politan Opera Company is a new 
company which has but recently 
started on tour. Their perform-
ances in Ithaca were most enjoy-
able and it is hoped that their ru-
mored .financial difficulties may 
not hinder in any way the con-
tinued success of the company. 
STUDENT COUNCIL. 
HEARS PLAN FOR 
ACTIVITY TICKET 
(Continued /rom page o_ne) 
projects of a larger scale, and to 
give ·departments assurance that 
they have something on which to 
fall if they go in the hole on some 
project. 
At the present enrollment, ap-
proximately $3,000 would be 
taken by the Association each year, 
which would surely give depart-
ments more than if they were to 
rely on student help for each pro-
ject. 
The matter of the Physical Ed-
ucation Department would have to 
be handled differently if the ticket 
were to take effect this next se-
mester, but it could be arranged 
without difficulty. 
RECENT VISITORS 
AT BAND SCHOOL 
MUCH IMPRESSED 
(Continued from page one) 
Paris Conservatoire during his 
second year there. The instru-
ments which he displayed were of 
exceptional quality of' workman-
ship and much in advance of the 
general field. 
Accompanying Mr. Le Blanc 
was :Mr. Arthur Newman, who 
is head of the New York: Band 
Instrument Company and a per-
sonal friend of Jay W. Fay. Mr. 
Newman had an interesting and 
timely subject to bring before the 
graduating class, namely the 
means of procuring instruments 
for the high school band. 
testified that the Umted States h~ 
not built a single vessel allowed 
under the London Treaty, and 
that "if we keep up this negligence 
this country soon will be a second-
rate naval power." He declared 
that such neglect of treaty allow-
ances was impairing the peace· of 
the world instead of safeguarding 
it. 
Butler For League 
A counter offensive against the 
drive of "isolationists" in the Sen-
ate to keep the United States out 
of world affairs, combined with a 
demand for a more active policy 
and , wider cooperation by this 
country in world reconstruction 
was begun last week by the Leagu; 
of Nations Association in session 
in Philadelphia. Participating in 
the movement were George Wick-
ersham, president of the associa-
tion; Dr. Nicholas Murray But-
ler, president of Columbia Univer-
sity; Newton D. Baker, John W. 
Davis and other prominent advo-
cates of American adherence to 
the League of Nations. 
Eme,:gency Financing 
Th~ · reconstruction finance cor-
poration measure, providing for 
emergency financjng to the extent 
of $2,000,000,000 for banking in-
stitutions, building and loan so-
cieties, railroads and agriculture 
and regarded as the backbone of 
the Administration's program for 
econonJic relief, was passed in the 
House by a vote of 335 to 55. 
Thus the first portion of the Pres-
ident's program took: a long stride 
fonvard, as a measure of generally 
similar tenor was passed by the 
Senate, and the few differences be-
tween the two bills · are expected 
to be adjusted in conference within 
the next few days. Confidence was 
expressed that the final · bill will 
soon become law. 
British Expedition 
A new British Himalaya expe-
ditio_n is being formed to attempt 
the ascent of U agana Parbat, 26,-
624 feet, in Kashmir, the highest 
peak in the Western Himalayas. 
Its leader will be Frank Smythe, 
who headed a party which last 
year conquered Mt. Kamet and a 
member of the Dyrenfurth expedi-
tion which attempted to scale Kan-
chenjunga in 1930. Uagana Par-
bat is the seventh highest peak in 
the world. 
WORLD WIDE 
NEWS 
(Dorothea Saunders) 
New Discovery 
Discovery of two spiral nebulae 
or "island universes" in the con-
s-------------.1 stellation of the Gemini, which ap-
parently are moving J.way from 
(Continued from page one) · the earth at the rate of about 15,-
Fifty-third Street, the board of 000 miles a second, has been an-
governors had voted to dissolve the nounced through the Carnegie In-
club and liquidate its affairs. stitution. These objects presum-
ably vast star systems ·comparable 
~esolut!on Rejected to the great Milky Way system it-
In its first direct vote on the wet self, represent the farthest reach 
and dry issue since the prohibition up to now of human observation 
be~an twelve years ago the Senate into outer space. Their speed of 
reJected, 55 to 15, a resolution by recession is about 3 000 miles a 
Senator Bingham suggesting to second faster than th~t of the most 
Governors of the States that they distant nebulae previously photo-
recommend to their Legislatures graphed. 
referenda on repeal and mQdifica-
tion of prohibition. 
Truce In Germany 
Negotiations were inaugurated 
among the various Reichstag 
groups for the proclamation of a 
year of political truce to be dedi-
cated to rebuilding the fatherland. 
If the negotiations succeed, Presi-
dent von Hindenburg will be con-
fronted with the duty of affixing 
his signature to an emergency de-
cree under the authority of Article 
XLVIII of the Constitution, sus-
pending all elections due in Ger-
CHAS. H. BROOKS 
Jeweler 
Costume jewelry, necklaces, 
brooches and ear rings. Brace-
lets, Elgin, Hamilton, Wal-
tham and Bulova watches. 
Compacts, c i g a r lighters, 
ladies' and gents' cigarette 
cases. All at reduced prices. 
152 E. State St. 
War Debts tion through one of the most suc-
cessful experiences a government 
agency has ever had. The War 
Finance Corporation, which orig-
inally had a capital of a half bil-
lion and with authority to malce 
loans not exceeding a billion dol-
lars, finally closed its books with 
a profit to the government of about 
$50,000,000 and returned to the 
Treasury every dollar of the or-
iginal capital advanced. 
Early English Book 
Two leaves of what is said to 
be the first book printed in Eng-
land on English paper-De Prap-
rietaibus Rerum, by A n g l i c u s 
Declaring the debtor nations 
cannot pay, President Hoover has 
asked Congress to provide for 
"temporary adjustments" in the 
war debts of Europe to the United 
States. "It is clear that a number 
ofl the governments indebted to us 
will be unable to meet further pay-
ments to us in full pending. recov-
ery in their economic life. There-
fore it will be necessary in some 
cases to make still further tempo-
rary adjustment," he emphasized. 
The foreign debt commission 
would. go into the debts question 
in the light of "the present econo-
mic emergency," and make rec-
ommendations to Congress. Barthalamaeus--were recently dis- =~~=~=~=~====-
covered by George B~, an Ade-
Finance Corporation 
T h e Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation recommended by 
President_ Hoover, and recently 
created by Congress, has virtually 
the same managing personnel that 
carried the War Finance Corpora-
laide bookseller, tucked away as 
stiffening in the cover of an ancient 
volume. The book: of which these 
leaves form a part, it is said, was 
translated into English and print-
ed by William Caxton and his 
foreman Wynkyit de W orde about 
1495 .. 
Special 
SALE 
Lounging Pajamas 
JUST the garment that you've been wanting to wear 
while studying 
for your :finals. 
Made of guar-
anteed wash-
able cotton ma-
terials in one, 
two and three 
piece 
Yes 
sleep 
too. 
models. 
you can 
in them 
Were to $2.50 
1.59 
Th~ Sign 
o/theFTD 
THE FTD Mercury Emblem on the window of your 
florist is your assurance that there you may wire 
flowers with confidence that your order will be de-
livered exactly as ordered. Yet this Florists' Tele-
graph Delivery service isn't expensive ._ .. you pay 
only the cost of the wire in addition to the regular 
cost of the flowers ordered. Say it with Flowers 
... by wire with safety ! 
Pratt's Flower Shop 
214 E. Seneca Dial 8560 
Member Florists' Telegraph Delivery Association 
MAX FACTOR'S 
SOCIETY MAKE-UP 
Max Factor's years of the_atri-
cal artistry and skill are now 
yours . • . in Society Make-up 
..• Ask us for free Complex-
ion Analysis Chart. 
A. B. Brooks & Son 
Pharmacists 
126 E. State St. 
UP-TO DATE SHOE 
REPAIRING 
Shoe Shining 
Shoes Repaired at Reasonable 
Prices 
Ladies' Top Lifts ...................... _ ... _ ... 2Sc 
Ladies' Half Soles .................... 7Sc & $1 
Men's Rubber Heels .... _ .. _ .... 3Sc & SOc 
Men's Half Soles ........ $1, $1.25 & $1.SO 
D. P. Base 
216½ N. Aurora-Opp. Crescent 
Watch 
For 
BLOCK 
WEEK 
News 
.................. __... ... -...... _ .................. .. 
